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ABSTRACT
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Relaxation phenomena have become a major concern in the physics of

spin glasses. There are certain resemblances of these relaxation

properties to those of ordinary glasses. In this work, we compare

the relaxation properties of spin glasses near the freezing tempera-

ture with those of glasses near the glass transition temperature.

There are remarkable similarities between them and they both are in

conformity with two coupled “universality” relations predicted by a

recent.model of,relaxations iil condensed matter.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There is a continued interest in the broad class of materials generally

referred to as spin glasses which include the Cu:Mn, Pd:Mn metallic systems,

some met-glasses,
‘he ‘Uxsrl-x

S insulating system and others. A common

characteristic of spin glasses is the susceptibility cusp.

the suggestion of a true phase transition to a novel phase.

observed feature of spin glasses is relaxation phenomenon

degree ok resemblance to relaxations in ordinary glasses and

This bas led to

Another commonly

which bears some

polymers. It has

often been suggested the possibility that the spin glasa transition is similar

to ordinary glass transition. ,Relaxationphenomena are much better known and

characterized in glasses than in spin glasses. Hence it would be beneficial
4

to bring in what we know about relaxations in glasses, make intercomparisons

with that spin ~lasses and deduce to what extent relaxations in glasses and in

spin glasses are simila~. This is one of the objective of this work. At this

time, experimental investigations on relaxations in spin glasses is at the

1-6early stage, Alttioughvery beautiful data are emerging, yet compared with

glasses, the amount of knowledge is rather meager. Thus, to clarify ideas, we

simulate ‘for a model spin glass whose magnetic relaxation beh~vior near the

freezing temperature Tf is ideally the same ar relaxations in glass near T ,
3

the glass transition temperature, This can be done and is meaningful because

by this time some general fe(iturciof relaxation and th~ir properties near T
8

in glassrs have been ascertaincd,7 Our considerations here nre relevant



11. R3ZMXATIONS IN GLASSES

Relaxations in glasses remarkably conform to some “universal” patterns.

As a function of time, relaxations are well described by the fractional expo-

nential fufiction

o(t) = exp(-t/~p)l-n , OSn<l

Tbe statement holds for dielectric, optical, recombination, mechanical, vol-

ume, enthalpy, conductivity relaxations, etc., independent of whether the

relaxation species is an electron, ion, d~pole, molecular moiety, polymer

segment or polymer chain. When formally interpreted as a “spectrum of relaxa-

tion times/frequencies” through the identity Jg(~)exp(-t/t)d(log~) =

exp(-t/lp)l-n, larger n correspcmd~ to a broader “spectrum.” When the func-

ticm in Eq. (1) or its time de~ivative is Fourier transformed, the complex

dielectric susceptibility s$;(w),electric modulus, Ii*(w), stress relaxation

modulus M(W), etc., can be readily obtained, Sample calculations of &*(w)

can be found in Fig. 5 of Ref. 8. The peak frequency of Wp, t“(w), is
.....

approximately given by l/~ . The primary relaxation responsible for glass
P

transition conforms to Eq. (1! near, below and above Tg although n can b~ a.

function of T. Far ~bove T for nor,polym~ricglass the fractional cxponen? n
8’

is zero or approximately zero and the ●ffective relaxation time, T
P’

shifts

with T in an A?rhenius wrry: &exp(~/kT). ller~ ~ and ~ are respectively

the attmpt frequency and activation energy for en activated process and they

trothhnvc phys~call,ymeanin~ful values, Aa T approaches Tg, n increases and

tile “spectrum” broadens. AL the same time I as well am the mean <T> E

f?;(T)dflnI s [Ip/(l-rl)]l”(l/(l-n)) depnrt fr~ the Arrhenius behavior,

lilcrc:l~;in~ Ioorcrnl~idlyir]Lllemonr,crns (Iepictcdin Fig, 1 for o glass. lkre

at sl~vrrd1 tcmprrnt.ureswr give t,h(tmrchariicalrvlnx~tion daLa9 together with

the litH t-othe prmlictiortof Eq. (i), The varintion or n as a function of T

3
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is also plotted. ese relaxation properties near T will bc called here type
g

A. They are gener Ily observed for many glasses and polymers though not

always. For example, there are glasses such as Si02 and Ge02 that although

they have non-zero n, yet it remains constant and z shifts in an Arrhenius
P

manner throug!loutthe temperature range near T studied. We shall refer to
g

these as type B glasses. Extensive review of data and analyses similar to

that in Fig. 1 that establish empirically these regularities can be found in

Ref. 7. In both types of glasses, rp and n are correlated and well satisfy

another “universal” relation:

where Wc is a characteristic upper

relaxation time of the relaxation

8
coupled predictions of a model.

occurs in both Eqs. (1) and (2).

(2)

rut-off frequency and I. is the microscopic

species. Eq. (2) together with Eq. (1) are

By coupled we mean that the same value of n

They have been tested extensively in many

relaxation phenomena and found to be gener~lly valid.
7

~or type A glasses, at

high T, we have n+O and it follows from Eq. (2) tha~ ~ +~ . Hence, To can be
po

identified with ~@exp(EA/kT), at all temperatures, If n increases as T
J

approaches T from above,
u

then it can be seen from Eq. (2) that x becomes
P

non-Arrhenius even though I. is Arrhenius. For a smooth mono~onic increase of

n, t will have the qualjtptive feat.urcsof the empirical WLF bchavio~
11

P
and

the viscosity q = G@<t> may be well described by t.hcempirical Vogcl-Tamann-

Fulcl\cr(VTF) equation.11 The solid line in Fig. 1 is the fit to Lhe 1P vs T

datn obtajncd by Lnking ~m, EA and n(T) from dnt.aanalyses and adjustill~WC.

Very near T8, in some glilrisrsincluding that shown in Fig, 1, q devjatrs from

the VTF [!qiJ~t\Oll JIIld rtsvt!rls back 10 ;J ~t{Dt*l~Arrllt!nillsll~tll.lvi~r,[Ii this

rc8imc, Utlf OI”tLJIJU~t*lV O!’tOll Lllc relnx:ltiot]Limr ix so long th:lt~l~ltilof lhc

exponrnl n for Lllc rrlaxnlion pt-orrss resp{ll~:;lblcior vi~coll~ flow ort!ItOL

4
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available. Below T n depends on thtrmal history (cooling rate, anrlealing
8’

temperature and time, etc.)

111. RELAXATIONS IN SPIN GLASSES

That Eqs. (1) and (2) together with T variation (or

provide a good description of the relaxation of most, though

lack of) of n to

not all, glasses!

make it relatively simple to simulate for ideal spin glasses whose relaxation

properties near l’f 4mirror those of glasses near T . Very recently Wenger have
g

measured the ac magnetic susceptibility X* s X’-ix’! for an insulating spin

@!3s (Ho~oj)o,08(B203)o.92in the frequency range of 5X2 <f<2x103Hz from 700

to 250 rnK (Tf 2420 mK at 5.44 Hz). The data, limited though to less than 3

decades in f, do suggest that as the X“ peak shifts to lower frequencies as T

decreases its breadth remains relatively constant.

approximately by Eq. (1) with nSO.7. N~ attempt is

Zit because of insufficient data available at this

borate spin ‘lass relaxation is of type B, We
●

The data can be fitted

made to make an accurate

time. Thus the holmium

simulate it-s relaxation

behavior by taking n=O.7 and T-independent , %m = 10-losec, “. = 10IOsec-’,
c

EA/k=2.1 K and use Eqa. (1) and (2) to calculate x*. That is x*(uJ,T)=

(C/T)F.T,~(d/dt) exp(-(t/~p)l-n)] where F.T. stands for Fourier transform. In

general, if there is some short range magnetic correlations among the spins

above ‘f’
then the factor (C/’f)should be replaced ?Jythe familiar C/[T-6).

From x’~(w,T)we can obtain tli~ conventional )(’(wO,T)and X“(UJOT)for fixed UJo

nnd vnriuhlc T. The results arc shown in rig. 2. lkaring in mind that this

i~ only iIsinm]ation with parameters arhilriirilychoucn in the nei~hborhood of

vnlues sugflestrxihy cxpcrimcnt, it is rcmnrkal)lcthat the fcaturus urc in

st.rikiil~~~tts(wIhl:InL’P to Wenger’:id~lt.a,TINIUOinrludu tll(’rclativr sizes of X’

/11)(1)(”, thv Sll:lprsof tileSuscrl)lil)ility(’u!i~)si)Iltl )(” p~fik!:, thC frrqllrncy

(l(q) (~llkll (’(~ , tti(! Arrhvuius relo~ion !mtwrrn V i]nd Tf with uctivotion energy

s



8.o K, and the sizable shift of the X“ maximum to a lower temperature than

Tf(v) for each of the V’S considered.

The Cu:Mn 5% spin glasses seem to conform to type A. Mezei and Murami6

have combined the neutron spin echo and ac susceptibility data to give a rough

idea of how the relaxation changes with T. They found that at ~4Tf the

relaxation is exponential e‘Yt with y=O.5 meV. It continuously slows down as

T is lowered. These data are consistent with a monotonic increase in n as

T+Tf from above, Near Tf the decay is so slow that if Eq. (1) is obeyed, then

very roughly, n is in the neighborhood of 0.9. Qualitative support for

Eq. (1) comes from recent TRM measurements below Tf of ChamberlinSwhich hc

found to obey accurately Eq. (1). ,The exponent n is about constant at low T

Up to T/Tf<0.8 and thereafter increases monotonically to nearly 0,9 near Tf.

In the insulating spin glass Euo ~SrO 8S, x*(w) data was obtained for the
# .

first time by Hiiseret al;s from 5.4 Hz to 2.8 kHz at fixed temperature in the

range of 350 mK to 800 mK (Tf=640 mK at 10.9 Hz). The X“(W) peak broadens

markedly as T is lowered. The data being limited (e.g. peak of X“ not clearly

re~olved, etc.) does not permit any acc Irate comparison with Eq. (1),

Approximately, the data is consistent with Eq. (1) with n increasing gradually

as T decreases from 800 to 700 mK, and then rapidly increasing from 700 to

600 mK. There seems to be a further gradual increase in n down to 350 mK to a

value close to unity.

‘ott’Cu:hinan(*‘Uxsrl-x
S exhibit type A bchnvior, With IIiiseret.al.’s

data in mind wc simulate x$’~(uI,T)thyoilgtlEqs. (1) nnd (2) by assuming n(T/Tf)

Olo
to have T-variation os shown in Fig. 3, Wc rndiansfsec, t:lo-~”sf!c,

EA=21’f n[t(l TfWUX) INK at l,6x10~4Hz. X’(UJ)and X“(UI)ure LII($II(’illCUl~tCd for

various T. From th(’se we cun compute ~l,sc x’(T/’l’f)ond x“(T/’~,) nt viirioiii

iixud w. I’ll{)refiu,l.tsarc disployed i.rllig. 3 nnd they arc rcmorkohly similar



to the actual data. The X“(T)/X’(T) ratio is smaller than that of holmium

borate glass and the relation between v and Tf is non-Arrhenius, resembling

the VTF behavior.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Analyses of various data taken in thlee different spin glasses enables us

to conclude that relaxation properties near Tf of spin glasses resemble

closely Lhat of ordinary glasses near T . Holmium borate spin glass behaves
g

like Ge02-type of glasses, while EuxSrl-xS and Cu:Mn like’CaO ~KO ~(N03) type. .

glass. In spite of this difference, the relaxation properties of both types

of spin glasses or glasses conform to two coupled “universal” rules predicted

7
earlier. Simulations of )(’and x!’by these rules, with parameters close to

that suggested by experimental data, reproduces several features of the data

rather well. We expect that other properties of relaxation in glass such as

thermo-history dependence should be observable also in spin glasses.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

FIG. 1. Plot of t
P

vs l/T above T for ca~04K~-6(N03)* A, X and Clare from
8

experimental data (Rcfs. 9 and 10). O are predictions from Eq. (2). Insets

are fits of Eq, (1) to mechanical relaxation data also from Ref. 9.

l?IG.2. Real and imaginary parts of X* obtained by calculation (see textfor

parameters) for the purpose of simulation of a type B spin glass: Holmium

borate glass.

FIG. 3. Real and imaginary parts of X* obtained by calculation for the pur-

pose of simulation of type A spir.glass:
‘U0.2S=0.8S”

The variation of n ,
d

with T assumed is also displayed (Tf=800 mK).
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